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GLOSSARIA
ARC DE FIN - (n) A hypothetical device for diverting photons from
the fourth-dimensional extremum of spacetime. Attributed to Bruno
de Towaji.
CHILDREN'S REVOLT, THE - (prop n) Historical period of the early
Queendom, characterized by organized rioting and piracy on the
part of [censored] prior to the founding of the [censored].
COLLAPSIUM - (n) A crystalline material composed of neuble-mass
black holes. Since the black holes absorb and exclude a broad range
of vacuum wavelengths, the interior of the lattice permits matter
and information to travel faster than the classical speed of light.
Attributed to Bruno de Towaji.
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DECLARANT - (n) The highest title accorded by the Queendom of Sol;
descended from the Tongan award of Nopélé, or knighthood. Only
twenty-nine Declarancies were ever issued.
FALL, THE - (prop. n) Historical period of the early Queendom,
marked by the destruction of the first Ring Collapsiter and the
[censored] of [censored] by the forces of Bruno de Towaji.
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FAX WARS, THE - (prop. n) Historical period of the Late Modern era,
characterized by abrupt changes in philosophy, religion, urban
planning and other disciplines following the introduction of
practical human teleportation.
IMMORBID - (adj) Not subject to life-threatening disease or
deterioration. Eternally youthful.
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LIGHT WARS, THE - (prop n) Historical period of the Late Modern
era, characterized by abrupt changes in architectural and
infrastructural design following the introduction of programmable
matter. Practices considered exploitive of the general populace
(e.g., wideband energy scavenging) continued until the passage of
the Architectural Courtesy edicts in the third year of the Queendom
of Sol.
NEUBLE - (n) A di-clad neutronium sphere, explosively formed,
usually incorporating one or more layers of wellstone for added
strength and versatility. A standard industrial neuble masses one
billion metric tons, with a radius of 2.67 centimeters.
PHILANDER - (n) A title granted to formal consorts of the Queen of
Sol. Only four Philanders were ever named.
PLANETTE - (n) Any artificial celestial body consisting of a stony or
earthy lithosphere surrounding a core or shell of supercondensed
(neutronic) matter. The vast majority of planettes are designed for
human habitation, and include earthlike surface gravity and
breathable atmospheres.
RESTORATION, THE - (n) Interglobal election which established the
Queendom of Sol under Tamra I. The term derives from the
presumption that monarchy is the 'natural' state of human beings,
owing to a genetic predisposition.
WELLSTONE - (n) A substance consisting of fine, semiconductive
fibers studded with quantum dots, capable of emulating a broad
range of natural, artificial, and hypothetical materials.

